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Features 

 A user friendly controller, perfect for mood creation in households, hotels, 

restaurants etc. 

 4 channels DMX output, color, fade, dimmer in liberal fine tuning to satisfy 

your requirement  

 Two modes for your choice by dialing code on the backside, different 

mode allocated with different face panel as the diagram on the right. 

 Mode one with panel face one, to control RGBD of one LED light group, 

mode two with panel face two , to control dim effect of four LED light. 

Groups. 

 Two functions gathered on the middle knob: by twisting, fine tuning the 

scene, by pressing, all lights black out in standing by. 

 LED on the face panel indicating the effect of the lights synchronously  

 Standard single gang back box 

 

 

 

Technical specifications 

Power input: DC 12V 

Dimension: 98 x 98 x 51.4 mm 

Weight: 0.5 kg 
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Main function 

1. Dip Switch: To choose the mode you desired. Please refer to the following 

diagram to know how to set the DIP Switch: 

 

2. Mode one: (Dip #1=on) 

Color Mode: To configure color  

Fade Mode: To run fade effect 

    Dimmer Mode: To adjust the dimmer effect 

    Memory Mode: To store the color or fade you required. (Ten color or fade 

effect can be memorized) 

3. Mode two: (Dip #2=on) 

Dimmer1/Dimmer2/Dimmer3/Dimmer4: To adjust the dimmer effect of 

each LED lights group in each channel 

 

          

(Mode One)                        (Mode Two) 

 

4. Middle knob: to select color and memory, or delete memory, adjust the 

dimming, fade time (0.1-300s) and stand by functions. 
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Operation 

Set the mode by DIP Switch 1 or 2 on the backside, allocated with face panel. 

Mode one: COLOR, DIMMER, FADE, MEMORY,  

Mode two: DIMMER1, DIMMER2, DIMMER3, DIMMER 4 

 

 Set color: (Mode 1) 

1. Press COLOR button, twisting the middle knob, to select the color you 

desired. 

2. Press DIMMER button, twisting the knob, fine tuning to your required dim 

effect  

3. Press and hold the MEMORY button for 5 seconds to store the color  

 

 Set fade: (Mode 1) 

1. Press FADE button, then twisting the knob to configure the speed of the 

fade. 

2. Press DIMMER button, then twisting the knob to your desire dimmer effect. 

3. Press MEMORY button for 5 seconds to store the fade effect. 

 

 Select  memory : (Mode 1) 

Press the memory button, then twist the knob to select the memory you set 

before. (Notice: The default memory is white light. ) 

 

 Delete  memory : (Mode 1) 

Press and hold the middle knob for 5 seconds, the related LED indicator under 

memory button twinkling, press the memory button, the corresponding LED 

indicator flashing 3 times, it means all memory are deleted. 

 

 Set dimmer: (Mode 2) 

Pressing the DIMMER1/DIMMER2/DIMMER3/DIMMER4 button, to configure 

the right dimmer effect you desire, and all the effect will be recorded by the 

controller. 
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 Stand by: (Mode 1 or 2) 

Pressing the knob to black out all the lights 

 

 Knob: (Mode 1 or 2) 

Under circumstances of without any operation, twisting the knob to change the 

dim effect directly 

 

FYI:  

1. When pressing color/fade, twisting the knob, the related LED 

correspondingly displaying the effect of the lights! 

2. When interrupted by abrupt power off, all the unfinished operation will be 

memorized by the controller automatically! 

 

 

 

 

 


